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Abstract

Very little is known about the sedimentology of eddy ac&tions (&ewhere

termed concave bench deposits). These deposits occur where paralle1 bedrock valley
w a k confine a channel meander belt, preventing fomatîon of oxbow cutoffs. In such

confineci settings, eddy accretions fomi dong both marguis of the floodplain, where deep
scour holes are eroded by ban-

river flows impacthg vaiiey sides at right angles. In

unconfined meanders, eddy accretions fomi where meander belt c b e k impinge upon
valley walls. Commonly in confineci settings, each eddy accretion deposit ocarpies 25

percent of the floodplain surface and the lower portion of a second eddy accfetion deposit
underlies the point bar. Typically, confined meanders with eddy accfetiom have a ratio
of floodplain width to channe1 width of between 6:1 and 9:1.
Cross-vdey lithostratigraphic profiles h m vibracores illustrate the 2-

dimensional architecture and sedîmentology of eddy accretiom. Geophysical bottom
profiles of river channek and one river current velocity pronle were used to study the
geomorphic and depositional processes.

Results from two confined sand bed meandering rivers in British Columbia and
Alberta, Canada, indicate that eddy accretion deposits are twice as thick as adjacent point
bars (17mto 6m7and 9m to Sm. respectively). Eddy accretion deposits often form on
both sides of confined floodplains îhat are laterally bounded by resistant bedrock, clay or

glacial till. Downvaiieydipping inclineci stratification is thought to dominate the internai

sedimentary stnicture of eddy acaetions.

In some cases the sedimentology of eddy accretions may seem to consist of two
fining upward sequences dominated by dean medium grain& sand. A coarse sand

channel lag with pebbles and silt ripups forms the base of the deposit, above which sand
fines upward. A thick silt layer Located mid-sequence may be present above a lower
nning upward trend on silty rivers, and may separate the upper and lower fining upward

trends. Unconformably overlaying the mid-sequence silt layer, a second coarse sand
channel iag with pebbles is present, over which sand fines upward into over-bank silts.

This apparent double fining upward sequence may be misintefpreted as the product of
two superimposed point bars in ancient rocks.

Eddy accretiom are previousIy umecognized as potentially thick aquifers and

major fairways for fluid movement in mcised river valley-fiils associateci with marine
transgressions following a sealevel low stand In deeply-buried ancient rock sequences,
valley mar&

with thick eddy amtion sandstones should be considered as preferred

exploration targets by the oil and gas industry.
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Figure 1-1. Eddy auxetions on the Mississippi, Peace and the Kootenay rivers. Lookhg

dom-valley scroll bars that are convex delineate point bars, whereas concave scroll
pattemsdeiineate eddy accretiom.(Clockwise h m top le& After Carey 1969;
Alberta Energy Mines and Resources, 1:40 000, Roll #58t2, Photo #IO9 1950;

British Columbia Smeys and mapping Branch, 1:4û 000, Roll #BC77036,photo

#O06 1977). ...................................................................................

................................

Figure 1-2. Three Lithostratigraphic logs of point bar successions. Cores, h m left to

right, are fnnn the upper Mississippi, the lower Liard and the lower Wabash Rivers.

@rom Piet 1992).................... ...*...........................-...............................-..............*.-.....7
Figure 1-3. An eddy accretion on the Mississippi River at Port Hudson. Ridges that

concave downvalley and flank the v d e y sides, deheate eddy accretion deposits. .ll
Figure 1-4. The Mississippi River showing an abrupt angle and regular bend Note the
location of the pressure eddy (reverse flow) and the suction eddy (normal flow).

(After Carey 1969)..............-.....-..-*...................-..*.*......13
Figure 1-5. Confineci meanders of the Fort Nelson River, British Columbia. On this

reach 30%of the floodplain area r d t s from eddy accretion deposition. (from Page
and Nanson 1982)...........................................-.......................................-..................15
Figure 1-6. Map of two concave benches on the Squamish River, British Columbia.

Bottom profile of the 8m deep scour in the main channel and the perched channel
with reverse flow. (from Hickin 1979) ..................................................................... 17

Figure 1-7. Generalized mode1 of concavebank bench evolutioa (Mer Page and
Nanson 1982)................................................................*.-................................-.......*.19
Figure 1-8. Sediment composition of concave-bank bench on the Murrumbidgee River,
Australia. (After Page and Nanson 1982) ................................................................. 21

Figure 1-9. Schematic drawing of the hypothesized architecture of point bar and adjacent
concave-bank bench facies on the M d i d g e e River. This was the first figure to
try to show the sediment geometry. Section is perpendicuiar to scroU pattern
@romNanson and Page 1983)
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Figure 2-1. Locations of study areas on the Kootenay River, British Columbia, and
Beaver River, AIbexta. Also shown are the drainage basins of the Columbia River,
into whkh the Kootenay River flows,and the Churchill River into which the Beaver

River flows. .............,...........................................................................................

-24
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One of the few remaining ~ ~ l ~ t t l dsedimentary
ied
deposits within meandering river
systems are eddy accretions. Eddy accretions were first identified in the Mississippi
River (Carey1969) and later in otfier meandering rivers (Lewin 1978, Hickin 1979, Page
and Nanson 1982, and Page 1983). Several researchers have studied the floodplain ridge
and swale pattern associated with reverse eddies, texming them concave benches
(Woodyer 1975). The t e m eddy accretions will be used ihroughout the remainder of this

report rather than the later terni concave benches. Acquisition of sedimentological data in
earlier studies was limited to the upper few metres by trenching and augering (Woodyer
1975, Taylor and Woodyer 1978, Woodyer, Taylor and Crook 1979, Page 1983). The

sediment grain size in concave benches was determineci to be silt and clay; however, the
deeper subsirrface sediments were not investigated. Consequently, no previous study of
deeper eddy accretion sediments or geometry exists.
Despite their widespread occurrence, eddy accretion sedimentology and details of
their depositional processes have remaineci largely unstuclied (Page and Nanson 1982).
They are of interest to sedimentologists interpreting modem and ancient fluvial deposits

as possible reservoirs for fluids, to geomoxphologists examining the processes which
f o m contempomy floodplains, io hydaulicians interpreting and modeling the character
of channel migration in relation to channel bend curvature, to plamers of pipelines and

buried cables to avoid deep scours at river crossings, and to aquatic biologists for overwintering fish habitat.
Eddy accretion deposits cornmonly fonn dong the flanks of confined meandering
river valleys where paralle1 resistant valley walls are close together and prevent oxbow
cutoffs from formùig, or where meander belts f o m against a resistant valiey wall, as
observeci in the Mississippi and Red rivers, U.S.A. On reaches of the Kootenay,
Clearwater, Beaver, and Fort NeIson Rivers, eddy accretion morphology constitutes 25 to

30 percent of the confined floodplain area. Deep scour holes form at banldull discharge,

where channel £bwimpacts the valley waii at right angles causing flow separation and a

reverse fiow eddy on the upvalley chamiel side (Carey 1969). This powemil back eddy
releases as much energy as several meander wave lengths (Carey 1969). In confined

meanders, eddy accretions migrate downvalley simdtaneously with adjacent mid-vailey
point bars fomiing new floodplain. Eddy auxetion scr0I.lbar patterns are reverse to point

bar scroils (Figure 1.1). that is, looking downvaliey eddy accretion scrolls are concave
whereas point bar smU bars are convex in pattern.

It has been widely and often correctly assumecl that floodplains of actively

migrating meandering rivers are formed from laterally accreted and relatively coarse
grained (sand) point bars (AUen1965b). but not aii latedy accreting facies are point bar

in origin (Nanson and Page 1983). A largely ignored meandering river process is that of
eddy ametion formation and their associated deposits Oranson and Page 1983).

Consequently, the present understanding of meandering river deposits is not complete.

This is because eddy acaetion sediments are d i f f i d t to study as they are water-saturateci
and therefore carmot be d q l y trenched due to bank collapse.
However, recent innovations in vibracoreing technology have allowed deeper
penetration into saturateci sediment (Smith 1984,1992, and in press). These innovations
aiiow the entire eddy accretion package to be cored and studied for the first time at low
cost Knowledge of the relationship between eddy accretions and adjacent point bars, and

their architectural cross-vdey geometry has not been studied, Linle field data exists on

the depositional processes of eddy accretions. Page and Nanson (1982) provide a
descriptive depositional model, but it remains untesteci and does not include data on the
channel morphology, hydraulics or sedimentology.

1

Mississippi River

Kootenay River

1

Peace River

1

Eddy accretions
L

Figure 1-1. Eddy accretions on the Mississippi, Peace and the Kootenay rivers. Looking
down-vaüey scroll bars that are convex delineate point bars, whereas concave scroU patterns
delineate eddy accretions.(Clockwise h m top leR M e r Carey 1969; Alberta Energy Mines and
Resources, 1:40 000, Roll #5812, Photo #IO9 1950; British Columbia Surveys and mapping
Branch, 1:40 000, Roll #BC77036, photo #O06 1977)

In October, 1995. D.G.Smith and I conducted a preliminary field investigation of eddy

accfetion deposits on the Kmtenay River near Wasa, British Columbia. Eddy accretion

channe1 depth meaSUTements and vibracores indicated that the channei and deposits were
much deeper than adjacent point bars. Also, contrary to previous research, the sediment
grain size was found to be medium sand (the Iiterature suggests silt, clay, and organics).

Subsequent examination of aerial photograpbs identifieci eddy accretions on other

confineci meandering rivers (Beaver and Ciearwater Rivers, Alberta), and dong the
margins of uncorlfined meandering nvers Beace River, Alberta and Liard River,

N.W.T.), as potentiai fieId sites.
1.4 Objectives

The main research objectives were to better understand the geometry?depositional

processes, and sedirnentology of eddy accretion deposits. This was achieved through the
foilowing procedures:
detaïhg the vertical profile of eddy accretion sediments through Lithostratigraphic

logs from vibracores;

detefmining the cross-valley geometry of eddy accretions and adjacent point bars

through cross-sectional lithostratigraphic profiles using vibracores;
inferring depositional processes of eddy accretions by geophysical bottom profihg

and cunent metering;
comparing eddy accretion variability between the Kootenay River in a mountain
v d e y (Rocky Mounuin Trench) and the Beaver River in the plains of eastem

Alberta.

Several -major depositionai environments and associated facies have been
identifiai in meandering river systems. These include channe1 bed lags, point bars,
overbank deposits, oxbow lake fills, chute chanael fills and eddy accretions. From
research of depositional environments, a vexticai lithofacies sequence has been developed

(men 1965a). As weu, the three dimensionai architectural geornetry of m e a n d e ~ gnver
sediments has

&O

been suggested (Jackson 1976, Leeder 1974, Jordan and Prior 1992,

Piet 1992). Although the meandering river mode1 is well established, its basis is

somewhat dated (Walker and Cant, 1984) and components may be incomplete or wrong

(Smithpers. corn. 1997, for example crevasse splays in the model). Although much work
has been conducted on the meandering river modd, refinement continues with increased
study of m e a n d e ~ griver sedirnentology, sediment geometry and depositional processes

(Jordan and Prior 1992, Piet 1992).

15.1 PomtBar
1.51.1 Deposurional Piocesses

Meandering river chanrieh are maintained by erosion of outer cutbanks at

meander Loops and deposition of point bars on the inner parts of loops. The main
depositional environment is the point bar which builds laterally and downstrearn across

floodplains P i k 1947, Leopold et al 1964, Sundborg 1956).
The channel floor usuaUy contains a thin 'lag' (0-30cm)of material often
consisting of coarse sand, pebbles or grave1 with waterlogged wood fragments, and

consolidateci mud b a h or chips eroded l d y fiom cutbanks diat are transport& ody at
bankfull discharge or pater. Above the lag, sand is transporteci as bedload during
average flows in a series of sinuous crested dunes ranging in height fiom 30 to 1OOcm.
Their structure may be preserved as trough cross stratification. In shallow parts of the
flow, higher up the point bar sequence (upper 25%), ripples are the most cornmon
beciform. GeneraiIy the preserved deposit will pass from trough cross-stratified coarse

sands to nppled sands upward Isolated horizontal stratification occurs in pockets at the

top of the deposit due to shallow but high ve1mity fiow conditions and may be found

interbedded with trough cross-beds or ripples (WaIker and Cant, 1984).

Reservarion of these features depends on laterai migration of the charme1 over
tirne. Channel floor dunes may be deposited ont0 the lower part of the point bar. aiding

k the laterai accretion and burial of channe1 lags (Walkerand Cant, 1984). Above the
point bar sequence overbank deposits of fine grained sand and silt form a sedes of ridges

and swales, referred to as scroll bars. These ridges may. at times of flood, redirect the
flow and erode a chute channel amss the floodplain (Waker and Cant, 1984).

1.51.2 Sedinrentology
Fisk (1947), Sundborg (1956).LROpold and Wolrnan (1957,1960) and Jackson

(1975,1976. 1978) were the first to describe point bar genesis, mechanical processes and
sedimentation. Their work established the basic principals of point bar development and
the concept of helicoidal flow in meander bends.
The nning upward model for point bar sediments was developed through the work

of Ailen (1965a.1965b, 1970a, 1970b). Bernard et ai. (1970). and Bridge (1975). This
theoretical model shows that at bankfull discharge, when helicoidai flow is developed,

current velocities and water depth decrease up the point bar slope. This decrease in
velocity produces an upward decrease in mean sediment grain size. This research
produced a point bar facies sequence consisting of a basal coarse charnel lag with mud
clasts. pebbles. and woody material. foliowed by a fmhg upward sequence of lated

accretion fine sand, and vertical accretion overbank sediments of sand, silt, and clay

(Figure 1-2).
Although not weii understmd, inclinai heterolithic stratification (1 H S),
consisting of altemating sand and mud layen in a vertical section, are an important
refinement to the point bar facies mode1 (Thomaset al. 1987). First describeci by Men in

1963 as epsilon cross-stratification. recent research has anempted to increase
understanding of 1H S deposits in the modem and ancient (Calverley 1984;Woods 1985;
Piet 1992;Mohar 1994).

River

Figure 1-2. Three lithostratigraphic logs of point bar successions. Cores, fmm left to
right, are from the upper Mississippi, the lower Liard and the lower Wabash Rivers.

(From Piet 1992).

1.52 Eddy Accreîicms
1.52.1 Tmnology: EtiiCy Acmtions mrd Corne-&mkBenches
There has k e n some confusion in the Iiterature over the terms concave bank
benches and eddy accretiom. Eddy accretions and concave benches appear similar in
aerial photographs, are deposited by sirniiar river processes, and therefore have been
discussed as being the sanie featme (Hickin 1979;Page and Nanson 1982;Nanson and

Page 1983;Page 1983). However, they are quite different. Carey (1969)was the first to
identiQ the process of eddy accfetion deposition upvaiiey of a nver impingement (abrupt

90" turn) and identifiecl nine features common in aii Mississippi River eddy accretions.
In rebuttal to Carey (1%9), Woodyer (1970) suggests that the nver channel turn
responsible for eddy accretions formation shouid not be restric@ to 90" because similar
concave benches form on 180" tums on the Barwon River in Australia
Woodyer (1975) studied chamel bars, temieci concave-bank benches, found dong
the Barwon River, Austraiia, and ciaimed they were similar to the eddy accretions

described by Carey (1969);confusion in the fiterature over the terminology began with

this paper. Concave-bank benches found on the Barwon River (Woodyer 1975), are
missing six of the nine features that a i l Mississippi eddy accfetions have in common

(Carey 1969). The missing features are: (1)the abrupt angie, (2) a powerful pressure
eddy (reverse flow), (3) a suction eddy (normal flow), (4) downvalley migration of
meanders, and (5) the greatest river depth in the abrupt angle channel. Tributary streams
flowing between the eddy accretion and point bar scroUs (6)were &O missing but are not

an important feature. Due to the differences between Carey's (1969)eddy accretions and
Woodyerys(1975)concave-bank benches, it seems that they are related but somewhat
different river feahires. The lack of a 90" turn does not d o w the pressure eddy, suction

or deep scour to fom in concave-bank bench channels. Channel features rnissing in
concave-bank bench channels are aii important features in the eddy accretion channels
described by Carey (1969) and in this study.
Woodyer (1975) ciaimed that cutbank erosion and channel migration is not
necessary for eddy accretion formation. In contrast to the Mississippi River, the Barwon

River chameh are stable and do not d o w space for benches to accrete and form
floodplain, They form only on 180" ben& where flood-scour resulted in expansion of the

present channei. Woodyer (1975) speailated that these benches were developed during

more moderate flows. in flow separations within the flood-widened channels. Sediments
forming concave-bank benches are usually fine-grained silts and clays. and are thought to
reflect low energy depositional environments of the original separation zone. A major

paradox exîsts for the concave bench deposits. How can they deposit and still exist as
stable channeis?

Carey reported Mississippi River channe1 migration rates of 2.4 km in 80 years
(3Wyr) in eddy accretiom. In contrast, the Barwon River study reach had not shifted in
planfonn since 1848 (Woodyer 1975). hie to this stability, concave bank deposits or

benches can only fom in special circumstances where chamel expansion favors the
development of reverse flow and provides space for bench development.

These

conditions are associated with 180" ben& in the two cases observed in the study reach

(Woodyer 1975).
Confusion has been causeci in the literature foilowÏng the Woodyer (1975)paper

and subsequent studies of concave-bankbench formation being applied to eddy accretion
evolution (Hickin 1979; Page and Nanson 1982;Nanson and Page 1983;Page 1983). Due
to the differences in the definitions of eddy accretions (Carey 1969) and concave-bank
benches (Woodyer 1975), I propose that they are related, but different features. To
determine the differences, 1 also propose that a subsurface study of concave bench

deposits be a next step in meandering river research.

1.52.2 Depositional Processes
Carey (1963)d e t e h e d that meandering river channels change direction in two
distinct ways. When flowing through iheir own alluvial sediments a meandering channel

makes sweeping gentle cwes as it wanders; this is called a regular benci. When a
m e a n d e ~ griver channel encounters a resûtant non-alluvial material. such as a resistant

vaüey waU or cohesive sediment (clay), it changes direction with an abrupt angle (of
approximately 90"). Carey (1963) was the f i t to recognize the difference between the

regular bend and the abrupt angle. In his 1963 Literature study, dealhg with river
hydrauiics or the associated branches of hydraulic geometry and stream morphology, no
recognition of the fact that strrams tum or change direction by the use of these two

distinct and different mechanisms was revealed. Carey (1969)likened the processes

involved in an abrupt angle on the Mississippi River to a jet impiaging on a w d and

dividing, part of the flow enters a counter cirdation away from the main flow, carrying
some of the shear h e vortices with it Carey (1969) estimated that the tom1 energy
conmmed by an abrupt angle, the energy expended by impingement on the valley waü,
plus the energy expended by an enonnous pressure eddy, is probabiy equal to the energy
required to overcome flow resistance of several kilometres of nomal meandering river

channel.

Carey (1963)noted that the Red River in Louisiana, a natural alluvial river,
impinges on the erosion-resistant valley wdi on one side or the other. These
irnpingements introduce violent hydraulic anomalies into the flow. The Mississippi
River, for example, impinges on the valley walI at 17 locations between, Cairo, Illinois,
and Baton Rouge, Louisiana, a river distance of 4 6 0 h The Red River impinges on its
vailey walls at 11 locations between Shreveport and the confluence with the Mississippi,

a distance of 173km (Carey 1963).

The eddy accretion at Port Hudson on the Mississippi River (Figure 1-3),is so
active that over 80 years the accretion migrateci 2.4 km downvalley (Carey 1969). Carey
(1969) ais0 noted the abrupt angle associated with eddy accretions caused rapid caving

and recession of the cutbank and encourages the opposite eddy to accrete a low island in
its separation zone instead of a solid accretion b the floodplain. Later, these islands and
associated perched channek will becorne incorporated into the floodplah
Carey notes that as the entire eddy accretion channel configuration migrates

downvalIey, the eddy may form either a concave accretion on the upstream shore (the
perched channel accretion surface as discussed later), or a concave island (separation

zone island as discussed later) within its separation zone,depending upon temporary local
conditions. The migration rate of such an Sand is less than that of the adjacent point bar

F i p 1-3. An eddy accretion on the Mississippi River ac Port Hudson.
Ridges that concave dowovalley and flank the vaiiey sides delineate
eddy accretion deposits.

12

and ail eddy accretion isIands are dwmed to be left behind to join the floodplain (Carey
1969). The isiand merges rapidly with the floodplain and remaining open water'areas are
soon fiïied in to produce solid, new land. Occasionaliy, an arcuate-shaped residual lake is
left as evidence of the floodplain origin. The identifying characteristic of such features
are topographic patterns concave to the active eddy accretion river channel. This is
contrary to what is fomd in point bars, where topographic pattems are convex with
respect to the river flow direction.
Carey (1969) states that all eddy accretion channels have the foilowing features in

An abrupt-angle change of channel direction due to impingement on an
erosion-resistant valiey wall with the central angle generally greater than 90'.
A powerful pressure eddy (reverse flow) upstream of the impingement (Figure

1-4).
A suction eddy (nomai flow) just upstream of the impingement (Figure 1-4).

Contours and other topographic features are concave with respect to the active

river channel fbw direction within the valiey (downvalley).
Cutbank erosion as the system migrates downvalley.
Egh silt and clay content at the surface, higher than any other alluvial deposit
other than "back-swampn clays. It appears that a substantiai part of the
organic matter d e d by the river lodges in these eddy deposits.
Greatest river depth occurring at abrupt angles. On the Mississippi, below the
Old fiver, these depths range up to 60m.
Lower elevation than point bars or natural levees; such deposits remain low

and swarnpy WlefiniteIy.

Smali streams commonly flow from the valiey side down dong the depression
between the point bar and eddy accretion scrolls.

Figure 1-4.The Mississippi River showing an abrupt angle and regular bend
Note the location of the pressure eddy (reverse flow) and the suction eddy
(normal flow). (After Carey 1969)

Woodyer (1975) suggested that concave-bank benches found dong the Barwon
River, Awtdia, were similar to eddy accretiom. In contrast to the Mississippi River
eddy accretions, the Barwon channe1 is stable. Concave-bank benches fom only on
"hairpin bends" (1803 where chanael expansion occurs. These benches consist of

muddy sedmients deposited adjacent to the outside channel bank and are deposited in a
gentle reverse fiow upstream of the apex of the bend Woodyer (1975)noted that the
pattern of deposition suggests an association between turbulence,at the interface between

upstream and downstream flow. He determined the rate of aggradation on concave-

benches to be very rapid, 48-64mm per year, even though the charme1 has been stable for
130 years.

Woodyer, Taylor, and Crwk (1979) identifieci three different in-channel bench
f o m inciuding concave-bank benches and stated that nomally only fine mspended
sediments are drawn into the reverse flow over the concave-benches in spite of marked
macroturbdence along the interface becween the main stream and the reverse flow.

In Canada, eddy accretiom are cornmon in Pleistocene river valleys occupied by
contemporary under-fit streams and these deposits may conm%ute significantly to
floodplain formation (Page and Nanson 1982). On the Fort Nelson River in northeastern

British Columbia, an estimated 30 9%of the floodpiain is composed of eddy ametion
deposits (Figure 1-5;Page and Nanson 1982).

Page and Nanson (1982) predicted that on confineci meandering rivers where
concave benches are wmmoniy associateci with rapid channel migration, appreciable

amounts of fine sand and mud can be deposited by within-channel lateral deposition of
eddy accretions. Eddy ametions develop against the upstream Limb of the concave bank

of abruptly m

g meander bends, and were thought to be formed of mainly fine

suspended load (Page and Nanson 1982). They thought that erosion of the upstream limb
of the convex bank widened the channel, producing a zone of expanded flow which
facilitates flow sepaation near the upstream iimb of the opposite concave bank. A

platfonn of sand in the fonn of a longitudinal-shaped bar is deposited into this zone,
foilowed by M e r aggradation of fine sand, rnud and organic matter. Even when M y

Figure 1-5 ConfIned meanders of the Fort Nelson River, British Columbia On this reach
30% ofthe floodplain area d t s h m eddy accretion deposition. ( h m Page and

Nanson 1982).

formed, at high flow the concave bench remaius isolateci h m the rest of the flwdplain
by a secondary channel around the margin of the orighd concave bank of the main
channel. Accordùig to Page and Nanson (1982), with continueci downvaiiey migration of
the meander bend, anotber concave bench is formed and this process continues until
eventually new floodplain surfaces are locally created by the lateral accretion of these
benches.
Hickin (1979) used the term concave-bank bench as introduced by Woodyer
(1975) to describe within channel features on the Squamish River in coastal British
Columbia. He dscri'bed the form, sediments, and possible origin of two concave-ban.
benches in this gravel-bed Stream. He found the concave-bank benches in the Squamish
River contain only finesgrain& sand and silt and claimed they are generally s M a r to
features on the Barwon River, Australia. Hickin (1979) found one major difference
between the two examples; the Squamish River benches consist of fine sand and silt,

while the Barwon River bench is comped of silt and clay due to the difference in
sediment supply or channel dope.

One concave-bank bench on the Squamish River was a mature feature and the
other was actively king fomied. Evidence h m the latter indicates that the features, like
those on the Barwon River, are deposited in the separation zones developed at the
concave bank of very sharp bends (Hkkin 1979). Sediment appears to be supplied from

suspension in dissipation vortices advected into the separation zone. Hickin (1979)
thought it likely that these types of feaaites will develop in any channel where the bend
curvature is such that flow separation occm dong the concave bank.
There is litde data on eddy accdon or concave-ban. bench channel shape.

Hickin (1979) shows a bottom profile from the active channel forming the concave-bank
bench. This profüe shows flow separation, a deep scour m the main channel, and reverse

flow in a perched channel Pigure 1.6). This bottom profile is very similar to those
coliected by the auîhor on the Kootenay River, British Columbia, and the Beaver River,

Alberta.

Figure 14. Map of two concave benches on the Squamish River, British CulwnbiaBottom profile of the 8m deep scour in the main channel and the perched channel with
reverse flow. (from Hickin 1979)

Page and Nanson (1982) examined the formation of concave-bank benches on a
reach of the Murrumbidgee River, New South Wales, Austraiia, where sequential

development is readily apparent. They identifiai eddy accretion evolution from aerial
photographs and field surveys of the Murrumbridgee River, Austraiia. They p d u c e d a

general model from concavebank benches (separation zone islands) at diflerent stages of
development The model involves sequential phases of convex bank retreat and flow

expansion, basal bar-bench nucleus, and mature bench formation (Figure 1-71. This
model is based on aerial photographs and has had little field verifidon. The matter of
eddy accretion evolution and deposition is still open to interpretation and debate.

1.52.3 Sed~entologv
Carey (1969)identified the surface of eddy accretions as having higher silt and
clay content than any other alluvial deposit other than "back-swamp"clays. He also

noticed that a substantial part of the organic matter carried by a river lodges in these
eddy deposits. Ais0 on the Mississippi, Farrell (1987) found laminated fine grainai sand
at the eddy accretion ridge margh, and altemathg sand and clay layers that are replaced

by laminateci rooted clays upsection in the swale. Saucier (1994) noted that at the
surface, eddy accretion deposits in the Mississippi near Baton Rouge consist of extremely

loose clayey silt and fine sand that are strikingly different from upstream and downstream
point bar deposits. At the surface, a shdow lake or swampy depression occurs rather

than typical point bar topography (Saucier 1994).

Hickin (1979) &O aoted that concave-bank bench surface sediments are formed
m d y by deposition of the fine sand, and concluded that only fine suspended sediments
are normally drawn into the reverse flow over the concave-benches in spite of marked

macroturbulence dong the interface between the main Stream and reverse flow. He noted
the major diffecence between the Barwon River and Squamish River benches is that the
Squamish River benches consist of fine sand and silt, while the Barwon River bench is
composed of siit and clay due to the diffetence in sediment supply.

Page and Nanson (1982) exarnined the sedirnentology of a concave-bank bench
on the Barwon River through auger holes sunk to just below the water table (up to 5.5m
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Figure 1-7. Generalized mode1 of concave-bank bench evolution.
(After Page and Nanson 1982)

econdary channel
perched channel

depth). They found that well sorted medium sand foms the lower deposit and 4m of silt

and clay interbeded with organic detritus immediately overiie the sand on the upstrearn
limb (Figure 1.8).

In river valleys where eddy accretions occur on both sides, as demonstrated by a
large nurnber of Pleistocene meltwater spiiiway valleys containing confined meandering
streams in western Canada (Page and Nanson 1982),the downstream iimb of each point
bar grades into an eddy accfetion upstream of each eddy accretion. Page and Nanson
(1982) suggest that the downvailey sweep of the meander train results in a mid-valley

swath of corne sediment trailing the migratory point bar, grading into a swath of largely
fine-grained organic-rich eddy accretion deposits adjoining each valley waU (Figure 1-51.

Nanson and Page (1983) were the fmt to estimate the geometry of juxtaposed
eddy ametion and point bar deposits (Figure 1-9). This sequence was interpretive,
particularly in respect to the detaiied architecture of the contiguous eddy accretion
deposits in a migrating channel. The measured sedimentology and geornetry of eddy
auxetions and adjacent point bars is shown in chapter 4.
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Figure 1-8. Sediment composition of concave-bank bench on the Mumunbidgee River,
Australia ( h m Page and Nanson 1982)

Point 8ar Cornplex

Figure 1-9. Schernaîïc drawing of the hypothesizad architecture ofpoint bar and adjacent
concave-bank bench facies on the Murrumbidgee River. This was the first figure to try to
show the sediment geometry. Secbon is perpendicular to scroll pattern (From Nanson
and Page 1983)

REGIONAL SELTING

Two rivers containing eddy acctetion deposits were studied for this thesis, the
Kwtenay River, British Columbia, and the Beaver River, Alberta The Kootenay is a
tributary of the Columbia River, which discharges into the Pacific Ocean; the Beaver is a
triiu&aryof the Churchill River, which discharges into Hudson Bay (Figure 2-1).

The upper Kootenay River flows south within the Rocky Mountains between the

Park Mountain Ranges to the east aud the Kootenay Mountain Ranges to the West. The
Kootenay River enters the Rocky Mountain Trench at Canal mats where it tums south
and flows into Lake Koocanusa which extends across the Canada-U.S. border into
Montana. After entering Montana, the Kootenay arcs north and flows back hto British
Columbia into Kootenay Lake at Creston, B.C. The Kootenay River exits Kwtenay Lake

at Nelson and flows to Castlegar where it enters the Columbia River which empties into
the Pacific Ocean at Astoria, Oregon

The Kootenay River study area is located approximateIy 3 km south of the town
of Wasa, B.C. Here, the Kootenay River floodplain is lkm wide and is confimeci on both
sides by bedrock or glacier till with eddy accretion deposits on both sides of the
floodplain.

22.1 Regional Physiology

The study reach of the Kootenay River lies in the Rocky Mountain Trench, which
is an extensive, arcuate-shaped, composite, faulted vdey that extends dong the
Cordiiiera for 2500 km, h m east-central Alaska to northwestern Montana.

On a

regional scale this composite fault is parailel with the tectouic saike of the Canadian
segment of the Cordillera (BK. Hydro and Power Auihority 1978). The Roc4 Mountain

Trench is bounded to the

West

by Precambrian metasedimentary rocks of the Purceil

Mountains, formed during the early Cretaceous Colombian Orogeny, and to the east by

Chmchill River
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Figure 2-1.Locations of study areas on the Kootenay River, British Columbia, and Beaver River,
Alberta. Also shown are the drainage basins of the Columbia River, into which the Kootenay River
flows,and the Churchill River into which the Beaver River flows.

Precambrian to mid-paleozoic sedimentary rocks of the Rocky Mountains, formecl during
the Late Cretaceous-Tertiary Larimide ûrogeny (B.C. Hydro and Power Authority 1978).

2.22 Quatemary Geology
The southem Rocky Mountain Trench was a major outlet v d e y of the British
Columbian Cordilleran Ice Sheet during the Quaternary. Overlying the floor of the trench
in southeastem British Columbia glacial, glaciofluvial, and glaciolacustrine sediments

were deposited during the Fraser Glaciation (Late Wisconsinaa), and fluvial and
lacustrine sedimenîs deposited diiring the preceding interglaciation (Clague l97Sa).
Deposits of t h e stades and two nonglacial intervals are recognked (Clague
1975a). Interglacial sediments which contain wcxxi dated at 26 800 21000 B.P. underlie

drift of the early stade (Clague 1975a). During the interval between the early and middle

stades, the Rocky Moinitain Trench in southeastern British Columbia was probably
completely deglaciated, and sediments were deposited in one or more lakes on the floor
of the Trench. In contrast, glacier recession between the middle and late stades was of

short duraîion and extent, Glaciolacuseine sediments were deposited only dong the
margins of the Rocky Moutain Trench, and residual ice may have remaineci in the center
of the vdey. Final recession of the aunk glacier ocmeci prior to 10 000 BP. with no

major halts and without significant stagnation of the terminus (CIague 1975a).

The Rocky Mountain Trench acted as a major channel for melt water during the
retreat of the Cordilleran glacier €romsouthem British Columbia Wasting ice located in

the Trench and fianking Rocky and Purceil Mountains contriibuted to meltwater which
flowed south past 49" latitude (Clague 197%).

Deposits and landforms of the souîhem Rocky Momtain Trench record late
glacial events. The flat vailey floor is largely ground mantled with moraine and dnimlins
parailel to the Trench. This tül plain is traverseci by mehater channels, many of which
are underlain by outwash. Large glacial outwash plains and kame terraces occur dong

the ma.@ of the trench (Clague 1975b).

2.2.3 HydroIogy

The area of the Kootenay River drainage basin is 7120 kmZmeasured nom the
Skookimichuck gauging station 12 km upswam of the study area (Figure 2-2). The

average monthly discharge hydrograph for the Kwtenay River shows the maxinium
monthly discharge, caused by spring snow melt, occurs in June Figure 2-3). The Lussier

River enters the Kootenay River downstream of the gauging station, it is a smaU river
with few years of data, and therefore will not be considered.

23 Baver River, AlThe Beaver River study area is located on the AlbeaaSaskatchewim border near
the t o m of CoId Lake, Alberta. The river flows east €tom Beaver Lake in east-centrai
Alberta to join the Churchill River in west-central Saskatchewan. The Churchill River

continues east through many s m d lakes into Manitoba where it tums northeast and
discharges into Hudson Bay, at the town of Churchill, Manitoba

The study area is located Skm south of the hamlet of Cherry Gmve near Cold

Lake, Alberta It occupies a deep glacial meltwater channel cut into bedrock, grave1 and
till (Fenton and Andriashek 1983). The meande~griver has rare oxbow lakes because it

is confimeci by the vailey walls. Aerial photographs show eddy accretions on every
rneander throughout most of the valley.
2.3.1 Regionai Physioloey

The regional physiography of the Cold Lake area is quite flat, dominated by low
undulating hills with many lakes. The Lea Park Formation underlies the Cold Lake area

with marine dark gray shale, glauconitîc and silty marine shale with iron Stone
concretions (Fenton and Andriashek 1983). These rocks Likely form the Beaver valley

was.

2.3.2 Quatemary Geology
During the last glaciation, the intenor plains were covered by the Laurentide ice

sheet. In the Cold Lake a r a ice fiowed from the nortbeast to the southwest and
deglaciation occurred at 11,500 BP (Dyke and R a t 1987). The Cold Lake area is
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Figure 2-2. Kootenay River drainage basin aad gaugïng station location.
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Figure 2-3. Average, maximm, and minimum monthly mean discharge of the
Kootenay River near Skookumchuck (1950-1994; Water S w e y of Canada 1994).

covered by moraine and glacioflunal grave1 with numerous meltwater channeis nmning

no&-south and east-west in the area (Fentonand Andiashek 1983).

23.3 Hydrology
The effective area of the Beaver River drainage basin is 11 600 kmf, with a gross
area of 14 500 km2, rneasured nom the Cold Lake gauging station 20km upstream of the

shldy area (Figure 2-4). The difference in effective and gross basin area is due to
numerous small closed basins within the main Beaver River basin, due to the flat lying

topography. The average mondily discharge hydiograph for the Beaver River shows the
maximum monthly discharge, caused by spring snow melt, occurs in May (Figure 2-5).
Large discharges may also occm in June in response to summer rainstorms.

Figure 2-4. Beaver River drainage basin and gauging station location.
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Figure 2-5. Average, maximum, and minimum monthly mean discharge of the Beaver
River near Cold Lake (1955-1994; Water Survey of Canada 1994).

Six field methods were empioyed durhg the research program: nbracoring,
Iithostratigraphic logging, geophysical bottom profîling, flow velocity measurement,
aerial photographie interpretaîion, and topographie and planform meying.

Aerial

photographs were used prior to field work to identify potentiai field sites and potential
core sites. Vibracoring, lithostratigraphic logging, cross-sectional bonom p r o m g of

river channek and river velocity measurements were used to investigate the river

geomorphic and depositional processes.

Lithostratigraphic logs were analyzed to

determine lithofacies and the related depositional processes.

Cross-vailey

lithostratigraphic profiles fkom vibracores illustrate the architectural geometry of vaüeys
containing eddy accretiom.

3.1.1 Vibracorhg
Construction of lithostratigraphic logs from vibracores was the principal field

rnethod. Vibracores were taken across the Kootenay and Beaver Rivers to determine
subsurface cross-valley profiles.

The wiracorer was used for this field research because

it is portable, c m obtain long contuiuous cores and is relatively inexpensive.

At the Kootenay River site, vibracores were taken at 200m intervals perpendidar
to the

axis of an eddy accretion deposit, starting at the West vdey edge and proceeding

across the vafley dong the channel levee. At the Beaver River site, coring followed a
straight road across the floodplain which lies perpendidar to the axis of the eddy

accretion deposiî. In total 19 cores were taken from both rivers.
3.1.1.1 VïbmcorerSjsfem

The vibracorer is a corhg system that vibrates core pipe into unconsolidated
sanitateci sedime~t(sand. silt, clay and peat). The vibracorer was designed by D.G.

Smith at the University of Calgary in the 1980's. Weighing approximately 50 kg, the
vibracorer consists of nine main parts: the gasohe-powered engine, flex-cable,
vibrahead, core pipe, core coupler, core catcher, folding alutninum jaws ladder, ratchet

hoist, and core tmughs (Figure 3-1). To inmease depth, a core casing, and a flushhg
pump system was d

3-2.1.1.1 Gasoline-powd enghe
A five home power Briggs and Stratton gasofine engine rnounted on a steel wheelbarrow-shaped pladonn supplies power for the vilration of the core pipe, through an
attached fiexcable inside a &ber housing (Figure 3.1).

3.t1.1.2 FItzx-CCZbIe (Jûckcable)

The flexcable transfers power from the vibra-motor to the viirahead. The flexcable is a strong 8m long steel wire which spins inside a rubber hose-Iike houshg (4 cm
in diameter).

3.1.1.1.3 Kbrahead
The viirahead is a steel device thaî creates w ~ o n tmnslating
,
it to the core
pipe. Vibration Îs created by the off balance steel camshaft spinning inside the extemal

casing. The vibrahead is permanentiy attached to the flex-cable and temporarily clamps
to the core pipe by a round 15cm long clamp permanently bolted to the wirahead. The

core pipe slides into the clamp and is temporarily secured by two bol& (Figure 3.1).

3.1.1.1.4 Corepee

The core pipe is standard thin-wded, 6m long and 7.6cm diameter, aluminum
irrigation pipe that penetrates into and holds sediment.
3 . U 1.5 Corn coupler

Core couplers attach (couple) one pipe to another in a ch&, aliowing deeper

penetration. Couplers consist of a 30cm long aluminum pipe with a slit nit in one side
and flanges (3cm high) located on each side of the dit. A coupler is slightly larger in
diameter than the core pipe, allowing the pipe to slide in and out easily. Four bolts,

through the two flanges, clamp the coupler to each core pipe, thereby holding the pipes
together.

Figure 3-1. Vibracorer system consisting of nine main parts. Seven of the nine parts listed 1 to 7.
Missing are the ratchet hoist, folcihg aluminumjaws ladder, and core casing.

3-1.1.1.6 C m c a r c h
The core catcher is a hardened steel device that, like a one-way valve, stops the
sedunent from sliding out of the core pipe during retrieval. It fits tightly over the end of
the core pipe and is attacheci by four smaii screws. It consists of a steel outer ring, blunt
on one end and sharp on the other, and a series of bras fingers. The bras fingers are
rivetai inside the outer ring so that they will be pushed back as the sediment enters the

pipe and corne toge*

as the pipe is extractecl, holding the sediment in place. After

extraction, the core catcher must be taken off to reirieve the sediment core h m within
the core pipe.

3.1.1.1.7 Ratchet ho& unâfoldihg almnumjaws lariaer
The ratchet hoist is a standard 1 500kg winch that draws in a chah as the handle

is cranked or ratcheted. The wllapsible aluminum jaws ladder is a folding ladder that
f o m a 2m tail "A" shape when extendeci. The hoist is secured to the top of the ladder

and tied to the pipe with a large rope in a pnisik knot (a mountain climbing knot that only
slips one way). As the ratchet is cranked, the pipe is slowly extractecl from the ground.

3.1.1-1.8 COR aoughri
Core trou@ are 2m long black plastic (PVC) pipes that have been cut in half.
Core troughs hold sediment cores for lithostratigraphic logging after removal from the

core pipe.
3.t1.1.9 Corncaskg

Core casings are 15cm diarneter standard thin-wailed aluminum irrigation pipes
that are used to increase depth of penetration of vibracores in deep deposits. Core casing

pipes are viirated into sediment in the same manner as the core pipe. Once maximum
penetration depth is reached, the core casing is flushed out with water, creating a casing
that the 7.5cm core pipe may be berteci into. The 6m and 3m long core casing pipes
may be coupled together to obtain a 9m deep casing.

3.i.i.l.M Fiushutgpunqp system
The fIushing pump system is a set of hoses connecteci to a smaii high flow
gasoline powered water pump. The flushing system is used to flush sediment h m the

core casing after the casing has been penetrated into the ground

3.1.1.2 Vibmoring
-T
The vibracorer is a coMg system that lîquefies sediment through the vibration of
a core pipe, allowing the pipe to penetrate sediment (Figure 3-2). A 5 hp motor drives the

viirahead, attached to the top of the pipe, through a flex-cable inside a rubber hose-like

housing. A core catcher, attached to the bottom of the core pipe, hokk the sediment in
the pipe during extraction. To start coring, the pipe is hoisted v d c a l l y by hand and

placed into a hole augured to the water table. M e r the mi-motor is started additional
pressure may be added to the pipe by applying downward pressure through a rope tied to
the pipe by a pmik hot. A core coupler is used to attach one pipe to another to increase
the deptb of peneimtion.

If the core pipe stops penetrating, but a deeper depth is required, the core pipe is
extracted, the core is removed and the pipe is reinserted into the same hole. This
technique continues untii no additional penetration occurs.

To extract the core pipe from the ground, the viirahead is removed, and a tope is
tied to the pipe using a pmik knot. A ratchet chah hoist is then aüached to the rope, and

a collapsible aluminum jaws ladder is used as a pulling platform. Once the pipe is
extracted, the sediment core must be removed from the core pipe for viewing.

The core

catcher is k t removed, and the viirahead re-attacheci. Then, the pipe is placed on an
angle by attaching one end to the ladder. h t l y , the vr'bra-rnotor is started and the
sediment core is slowly v i i t e d out of the pipe ont0 the plastic troughs.

When sediment is deeper than the maximum depth achievsd by the 7.5cm
diameter wre pipe and the reinsertkg technique, a core casing is used to obtain a longer
core. The 15m mre casing pipe is vibrated into the sediment, over the hole left by the
extracted 7.5cm core pipe. After the wre casing is vibrated into place, it is fiushed clean

with water, pumped by the flushing system (Figure 3-3). By couphg a 6m and a 3m

Core casing

$ Core catcher
Figure 3-2. Schematic diagram of vibracorer system showing aii components connected during
penetration.

Figure 3-3. Mbracoring in the field. (A) The system with the core pipe placed into the
augured hole ready for penemtion. (B)15cm diameter vibracore casing, for deep coringI
being flushed with water after it was vibrated into the ground. The Iong black pipe
carries water to flush the casing and is attached to a high flow water purnp. After
flushing the casing, a 7.5cm diameter pipe was inserted to obtain the deepest
penetration depth.

pipe a casing depth of nine meters may be attained. The 7.5cm pipes can then be inserted
inîo the casing and coring may continue until no additional depth w i l l resuit Using this

process a maximum depth of 17 m was reached in the Kootenay River deposits.

Lithostratigraphic logging was conducted imrnediately foliowing core extraction.
GraphicaI and descriptive lithostratigraphiclogs were constnicted in the field h m every
viiracore. Sand grain sizes were determineci by M

y comparing sediment with an

Amstrat (AmeridCanadian Stratigraphie) grain size chart using a 16 power handlens.

The siit-clay fraction was classifieci using qualitative tests such as consistency, feel, and
grittiness between teeth. The abundance of shells, woody debris and fibrous organics

were also no&

The integrity of this method of measuring grain size has b e n

successfully tested against laboratory sieving (Folk 1974) with field results accurate to
90% (Caverley 1984, Piet 1992).

Channel cross-sectional geomeiry and depths were determineci by geophysical
bottom promg. A Raytheon DE-719E depth sounder was empioyed €rom a Zodiac type

boat. On the Kootenay River, two eddy accretion channeis and one point bar were
profiled at bankfull discharge. Six eddy accretion and correspondhg point bar channeis
were profiled on the Beaver River beiow bankfull discharge (-1.7m). Most profiles were

taken perpendicular to the channel edge to obtain a tnie cross-section.
3.1.4 Flow Veloclty Measurement
One cross-sectional flow velocity profile was measured on a Kootenay River eddy
accretion at bankfuii discharge in order to record the channel forming velocities. A
Gurley-Price current meter and a 13kg (301b) torpedo weight were used from a Zodiac

type inflatable boat pulled across the river by a cross river able Figure 3-4). The current
rneter was lowered and raised with a hand-powered winch on a bridge frarne. A velocity
profile was constructeci foliowing standard m e t e ~ gprocedures (Water Survey of

Figure 3-4. Current metering equipment. (A) Gurley-Price current meter,
(B)ringer for counting current meter revolutions, (C)bridge frame hoist,
and (D)cable s m g across the channel h m which the boat is secured
Not shown is a 13kg (301b) torpedo weight attached below the current meter
to keep the current meter vertical.

Canada pers. corn.). Readings were taken at every 10% of channel de@ for most of the

20 mss-chame1 sites, for a total of 177 point measurements.
3.1.5 Slweying
The fioodplain surface coiisists of tidges and swales. Each core was zemed at
ground level and a datum of bankfdl discharge was later surveyed to tie the cores
together in a profile. A transit, stadia, and 50m tape were used to survey core locations to

the datum. Channel widtbs were also measured with transit and stadia rod or 50m tape.

The sedirnentology resuits w i ü be discussed in two sections: (1) lithofacies
description and interpretation, and (2) lithofacies successions.
4.1.1 Lithofacies Description and hqmtation

Lithostratigraphic Iogs are presented ushg facies descriptions and interpretation
of depositional environmentS. To increase the integrity of field observations, logs were
recorded in the field without preconceptions of facies present. The field data were then

redrafted and interpreted in the lab.

Sediment grain size, siructures, contact type

(erosional, and gradational), thickness of beds, and organic material were recordecl in the
field Lithostratigraphic logs were then subdivided into homogenous, workable units
called facies. Next, the facies were classifieci into vertical successional sequences.
Depositional environment. of facies were interpreted from theu geographîcai
location, position in relation to the channe1 profile, and through previous research (Ailen
1965a; Walker and Cant 1984).

A total of 19 tithostratigraphic logs were recorded from viiracores on the
Kootenay and Beaver nvers, 9 from the Kootenay cross-sectiond profile and 10 from the
Beaver.

All lithostratigraphic logs and location maps will be presenred here for

referencing in the next section on facies descriptions. Each core location map will be
followed by the correspondhg lithostratigraphic logs (Figures 4-1 to 4-4). The Kootenay
River logs are nurnbered east to west across the floodplain, K1 to K9 (Figure 4-1). wMe
the Beaver River logs are numbered by the distance from the north vaüey waU (at O) B2O

to B250 (Figure 4-3). Cores were obtained and Iogged between May 27 and August 19,
1996. Floodplain surfaces consist of ridges and swales, therefore cores were zeroed at

ground level. A dahun of bankfidl discharge was Iater surveyed to tie the cores together
in cross-sectional profiles. The following table is a surnmary of seven facies including
the description and interpretation (Table 4-1).

Figure 4-1. Locations of vibracores taken from the Kootenay River, British Columbia.
Eddy accretion deposits are located on the west side of the vaiiey and point bar deposits
are located in the center of the valley (British Columbia Surveys and Mapping Branch,
1:40 000,Roll #BC77036,Photo #O06 1977).
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Figure 4-2. Lithostratigraphic logs (K1-Kg)fiom vibracores, Kootenay River, British Columbia.
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Figure 4-3. Locations of vibracores taken €rom the Beaver River, Alberta. Eddy accretion
deposits are located on the north side of the v d e y and point bar deposits are located in the
center of the vaiiey (Alberta Energy Mines and Resources, 1:15 (100, Roll #1633, Photo
#316, 1977).

Figure 4-4. Lithostratigraphic logs from 10 vibracores, Beaver River, Alberta.
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Table 4-1. Summary of seven facies, descriptions, and interpretatioa
Facies
1

Description

Interpteîation

Massive silt

Glacio-lacustrine or in-

cfiannel slack water deposition
2

Gravel

Glacio-fluvial or alluvial fan

3

Coarse sand with pebbles

Channel bed lag

4

ûrganic Litter and wood

Laterai accretion

5

Clean sand

Lateral accretion

6

Sand with silt andor

Lateral accretion

organic liüer layers
7

1 1 . 1 Frrciesi

Silt and sand with motlets

Massi&

Overbank deposition

sirt

Facies 1 occurs in a r e s K2 to K7 on the Kootenay River and cores B30, B40,

B60, B80, B100, B150, and B200 on the Beaver River. The thickness of this facies
varies frorn O.lm to 1.7m,with an average thickness of 0.35m. Its colour is shiny gray in

the Kootenay and black in the Beaver, and usuaily contains minor sheiis and may contain
minor-to-numerous organic materîai (Figure 4-5). Facies 1 most commonly occurs at the
base of the cores (average thickness 0.4m) and Ïs erosiondiy overlain by sand with
pebbles (facies 3). Less cormnody, facies 1 may be found at any level but usually occurs

mid-sequence. Here, it underlies c l a n sand (facies 5) or sand with silt d o r organic
litter layers (facies 6), and overlies sand with pebbles (facies 3) or facies 6 (sand with silt

andor organic Litter layers). The mid-sequence facies 1, occurred 7 times in the

Kootenay cores and 3 times in the Beaver, with an average thickness of 0.2Sm.

Figure 4-5.Examples of facies 1, massive silt, from the Beaver and Kootenay rivers.

Facies 1 is interpreîed two ways dependhg on the location in the core. If locaîed
as a basal deposit it is interpreted as glaco-lacustrine. due to its location under the modem
fluvial system and consistency with a lacustrine deposit. The Kootenay River flows
tiitough the Rocky Motmtain Trench in which many glacial lakes resided diiring late

Wisconsin deglaciation (Clague 1975b,Sawicki and Smith 1991). The dates and extents
of the lake are still unlaiown. The Beaver River flows in a glacial melt-water spillway

charnel formed during deglaciation Fenton and Andnashek 1983).

The mid-sequence silt layers are interpreted as siack water rain-out sediment
deposited at low stage, ont0 the eddy accretion perched channei bed. This process of
deposition will be discussed in the depositional processes section in Chapter 5.
41.1.2 Fdes 2

Gml

Facies 2 occurs ia cores Kl,K8, and K9 on the Kootenay River and cores B20,

B30, B40, and B50 on the Beaver River. Thickness' of this facies Vary from O.lm to
0.2m.with an average penetrated thichess of O.lm. Facies 2 contauis pebble clasts, no
larger than the core barre1 (7.5 cm), usually contained within a sand matrix. It always
occurs at the base of the cores and is overlai.by sand with pebbles (facies 3), dean sand

(facies 5), or sand with silt and/or organic Litter layers (facies 6),probably by an erosional
contact.

This facies is interpreted as glacio-fluvial or alluvial fan depending on its location.
Gravel is found at two locations on the Kootenay River. core KI,located on the east side

of the vailey. and cores K8 and Kg,on the West side of the valley. The grave1 on the east

side of the valiey is interpreted as glacial fluvial. The grave1 located on the west side of
the valley is near a smail triiutary creek actively depositing an alluvial fan deposit.
Gravei found on the north side of the Beaver River d e y , inside bend of the meltwater charnel, is interpreted as glacial-fluvial and is thought to be a large paleo-point bar.
This paleo-point bar would have been deposited from a large flow that fomed the Beaver

River valley during deglaciation.

41.1.3 Fueies3
Sandwith Pebbles
Facies 3 occm in cores K1,K3, K4,K5,K6,and K7 on the Kootenay River and
cores B40, B50, B60, B80, B100, B150, B200 and B250 on the Beaver River. The

thickness of this facies vaned h m 0.65m to 1-lm, with an average thickness of 0.4m Its
mode is warse sand, but rarely is medium sand. It contains numemus-to-minor pebbles
with occasional silt rip-ups, and may contain numerous-to-minor wood fragments,

orgaaic litter, or shell fiagrnents (Figure 4-6).

Facies 3 o

~ at ~
the base
s
of the cotes or

mid-sequence in eddy accretion

deposits. Facies 3 pcedictably occurs at the base of the alluvial sediment, and is underlain

by massive süt (facies 1) or grave1 (facies 2). Clean sand (facies 5) usuaily overlies facies
3, but less frequently sand with silt andor organic litter layers (facies 6) is formd. When
ocanring mid-sequence,facies 3 may be underlain or overlain by massive silt (facies 11,

but may &O occur overlain or underlain by facies 5 and facies 6.

Facies 3 is interpreted as a channel bed Iag, deposited in the chamel thalweg at

the highest velocities during floods. When present at the core base, facies 3 is interpreted
as being deposited by main channel flow, and when present mid-sequence, it is deposited

in perched channels (reverse flow) which forms in the eddy accretion channe1 settuigs.
41.1.4 Foeies 4

Olgmuk litter and Wood

Organic litter and Wood fragments is a minor facies, with only 10 occurrences,
found in cores K7,K6,K3, K4,K5, B40,B60,BI50 and B250. Thickness' of this facies

Vary from 0.05m to 0.25m. with an average thicloiess of 0.15m. It is black, generaliy

fibrous with wood fragments, and may contain sorne medium sand. Facies 4 is overlain

and underlain by clan sand (facies 5) or sand with silt and/or organic Litter layers (facies
6)
Facies 4 is Uiterpreted as waterlogged organic Litter and wood fragments deposited
within the channel on the downstream side of dunes or sand waves during low flows and

are subsequently buried by domchanne1 readvance of the bedfonn in the next high flow.
These have been cornmonly obsewed by D.G. Smith (Pers. Corn. 1997).

Core 8250
7.5m depth

Core K7
16.6m base

Figure 4-6. Exarnples of facies 3, sand with pebbles, from the Beaver and Kootenay rivers.

41.1.5 Facies5

CIem Simi

Facies 5 occurs m di cores in both rivers and is the most abundant facies, found in

63 stratigraphie intervals. The rhickness of this facies varies h m O.lm to 4.2m,with an
average thickness of 0.35m. The dominant grain size is medium sand, but it may also
con& of fine sand (Figure 4-7). Facies 5 may ais0 contain minor silt layers or minor
organics. It occurs h u g h o u t a l l cores, but most commonly occus m the lower haif of
each sequence. It is commonly overlain and underlain by facies 6 band with silt andlor
organic litter layers), but occasionaily is found in contact with any other facies.
Facies 5 is interpreted as lateral accretion point bar or eddy accretion sand.
Deposition occurs on the accretion surfaces of the point bar or eddy accretion, dirring

bankfull discharge, when the charme1 is actively migrating.
41.1.6 Facies6

S d w r l h S r l f d o r Olgank LilferLqvm

Facies 6 occurs in aii cores in both rivers and is the second most abundant facies
with 61 occurrences. The thickness of this facies varies from O.lm to 5.8m, with an

average thickness of 1.25m. The grain size ranges from silty-fine sand to medium sand.
It contains minor-to-numerous silt layers up to 5cm thick, &or

minor-to-numerous

organic litter layers (Figure 4-8). SheU fragments m a y also be present.

It occurs

throughout d cores, but is most commonly found in the upper half of each sequence. It
is usually overlain and underlain by facies 5 (clean sand), and is commonly overlain by

silt and sand with rootlets (facies 7) when at the top of a sequence. However, it may be
found in contact with any other facies.
Facies 6 is interpreted as a laterai accretim deposit. Deposition occm on the
accretion surfaces of the point bar or eddy accretion high upon the accretion slope where

velocities are lowest during bankfull discharge, or drrring base flow discharge when
velocities are low and the channel is not actively migrating.

I
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I

Figure 4-7. Examples of facies 5, cIean sand, €romthe Beaver and Kootenay rivers.
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Figure 4-8. Exarnples of facies 6, sand with silt andlor litter layers, from the Beaver and Kootenay riv

4L1.7Facies7
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Facies 7 occm in a l l cores in both rivers with 19 Occunences. Thickness' of this
facies vary from 0.15m to 1 . 7 ~with
~ an average thickness of 0.6m. The grain size

ranges h m clay-silt to silty-fine sand. Facies 7 contains numerous motlets and minorto-nummus organics. It occurs at the top of alI cores, at the floodplain d a c e . It is
generally underlain by sand with silt and/or organic liner layers (facies 6). However, less

commody it may be found incontact with clean sand (facies 5).
Facies 7 is interpreted as overbank sediment deposited during high flows or
floods. The upper portion of the facies may be a soil horizon chumed by pedogeaic

processes. The mots fomd in this facies are from actively growing plants on the
floodplain surface, or fiam plants that were buried by vertical accretion of these deposits
during flood
4.1.2 Lithofacies Successions

Facies successions are sequences of vertically stacked facies deposited by a

distinct geomorphic procas. Two facies successions are recognized from the Kootenay
and Beaver river logs. The two facies successions that wiU be discussed are: 1) point
bars. and 2) eddy accretions.

41.21 Poarf BOT Succession

Locations of point bar deposits were identified from scroll patterns on aerial
photographs. The point bar facies succession, from the Kootenay and Beaver rivers, are

shown in logs K2, K3, BI00 and BI50 (Figure 4-9). These logs show a generalized
facies succession typical of the point bar mode1 (Smith 1987a,Piet 1992). At the base of
the point bar succession, sand with pebbles (facies 3) are in erosional contact wirb the
underlying lacustrine silt or fluvial gravel. A thick sequence of clean sand (facies 5). and

sand with silt andor organic litter layers (facies 6 ) overlies sand with pebbles (facies 3).

Facies 5 generally occurs more commonly in the lower half of the facies succession, with
facies 6 being more prevalent in the top half. Otganic Iiüer and wood layers (facies 4)

may m u r at any interval in the sequence. The sequence is always capped by siit and
sand, with rwtlets (facies 7). which overlies facies 6.
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Figure 4-9. Lithostratigraphic logs from point bars on the Beaver and Kootenay Rivers.
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The seqwnce g e n d y fines upward in grain size, but may have wmer grain
sizes superimposed upon the fining upward sequence. Sedimentary structures were not
preserved through the vii1acoring process and were not observeci in any cotes. Point bar

facies successions are present in cores KI, K2, K3, K4, B80, B100, BlM, B200, and

B250
41.22 Eady Acentibn S u c c d n

Locations of eddy accretion deposits were identified by their scroii patterns
reverse to that of adjacent point bars. Eddy accretion facies successions, h m the

Kootenay and Beaver Rivets, shown in logs K6, K7, B40 and 3360 Figure 4-10},are
sirnilar to those of the point bar mode1 (Smith 1987;Piet 1992). At the base of the eddy

ametion successions, sand with pebbles (facies 3) is in erosional contact wiîh the
underïyhg lacustrine silt or M a l gravel A thick sequence of clan sand (facies 51, and
sand with silt andor organic litter layers (facies 6)overlies s m d with pebbles (facies 3) at

the succession base. Mid-sequence, a massive siIt layer (facies 1) usually overlies facies
5 or facies 6. This silt layer may occur more Ulan once within the sequence. Usually
overlying the massive silt layer is sand with pebbles, clean sand, or sand with silt andor
organic litter layers.

The sequence continues with facies 5 and 6, with facies 6

underlying silt and sand with rootiets (facies 7) which always occurs at the top of each
log.

Facies 5 generally occm more commody in the lower haif of the succession;
with facies 6 being more prevalent in the top half. ûrganic litter and wood layers (facies
4) may occur at any random interval within the sequence. As with point bars, this

sequence generaliy fines upward in grain size. The sequence may have coarser grain
sizes superimposeci upon the finuig upward trend, and is m e r cornplicated by the
occurrence of a silt occitrring mid-sequence. If the sequence contains a thick, massive siIt
layer occurring mid-sequence, it may appear to be two W n g upward grain size trends. If

seen in ancient rocks, this apparent double f i g upward sequence may be misinterpreted

as the product of two superimposeci point bar depsits, rather than its correct
interpretation as one eddy accretion deposit.
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Figure 4-10. Lithostratigrapic logs €romeddy accretions on the Beaver and Kootenay rivers.

Eddy accretion deposits, occurring adjacent to the v d e y walis, are the thickest

alluvial sediments within the vaiiey cross-sectional profiles. Eddy acmtion facies
successions are present in cores K9, K8,K7,K6,K5,B20,B30,B40, B50,B60 and the
lower portion of BE0 where eddy accretion deposits are truncated by point bar deposits.

The grain sue of five samples were determined through sieving in the lab (Folk
1974) to compare with grain sizes measured in the fieid using a 16 power handlens and a
grain size chart. These data indicate that the field observations are 0.5 to 1.5 greater in

phi size as cornpared to the laboratory masurement. This bias is believed to be due to
the fine sand grains not being easiiy detected and estimateci through the handiens.

In my

view, this is not a sisnifiant problem and therefore the field observed grain sizes were
presented in aii lithostratigraphic logs.

The Koatenay River stratigraphie cross-sectional profile was compiled h m nine
logs taken across the lkm wide floodplain (Figure4-11). The profile is deepest (17m)on
the West side of the floodplain and shallows toward the east (6m,KI,Figure 4-11). The

deepest portion of the profile corresponds to the eddy accretion deposit, while the

shaüowest portion corresponds to the point bar. Eddy accretion deposits form 40%

(5650m3of the alluvial material in the cross-valley profile, whiie point bar deposits form
60% (9200m2)of the total cross-section.

Kootenay River vibracores show only one deep scour, Located on the West side of
the floodplain. However, a corresponding deep scour may be present on the east valley

margin. Down-vdey of the study reach the river meandering is limiteci by a silt and clay
wetiand preventing charnel migration, and %oldingn the river in place. The lack of
down-vailey migration past the east portion of the study meander reach, limits the
formation of eddy accretions on the east side of the valiey near the study reach. Because

there are no meanders down vaiiey of the study reach, meanders with eddy accretions do
not migrate and scour as they pass the east valley wall. Only the point bar deposits,

Figure 4-1 1. Lithostratigraphic profile nom west to east on the Kootenay Riva vallcy.
Eddy a c d o n deposits occur on the west valley side and popointbar deposits occur on the east side.
Eddy accretions, composed of sand, fonn the deepest portion of the d e y fill.
Vertical exaggeration is 17x.
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adjacent to the studied eddy accretion, f o m on the east side of the Kootenay River
fioodplain at this location.

The Beaver River stratigraphic cross-sectional profile was compileci from ten logs
taken acms the 0.3km wide floodplain (Figure 4-12). The profile is deepest (9m)on
both floodplain sides and shdowest mid-valiey (5m). Eddy accretion deposits on the

no&

floodplain side form the deepest portion of the profile.

Alluvial sands are

shallowest at the mid-valley point bar, which on the south floodplain side, overlies a
deeper eàdy accretion. Eddy accretion deposits form 50% (104Od of the total alluvial
material in the cross-valiey profile, while point bar deposits fom 50% (1000m2)of the
total cross-section.

The Beaver River proflie shows two deep

scours, one on each margin of the

floodplain, indicating that eddy accretions are active on both vaiiey sides. Point bar

deposits occw mid-vaiiey and continue to the south valley side (as seen on aerial
photographs) over a deep scour. Scour pools adjacent

to

point bars do not erode as

deeply as eddy accretion scours. Each meander wavelength contains only one eddy
accretion and one point bar. To produce eddy accretion deposits on both sides of a valley
two meander wavelengths must pass a point in the vaüey. Therefore, the active eddy

accretion that is now one meander wavelength downvaliey mut have f o d the deep
scour and fill on the south side of the vaiiey when it was active in that location.

Therefore, the point bar deposit on the south valley side unconfomably overlies the

lower portion of an eddy accretion. The upper portion of the eddy accretion was "planed
off"by the migration of the point bar, while the lower portion remains in place.
4 5 Coqmbm of Eddy Aaxdion and Point Bar Dqmr&s

A cornparison of eddy accretion and point bar sedimentology is shown in logs K2

and K6, for the Kootenay, and B6O and BI50 for the Beaver Figure 4-13).

Eddy

accretion and point bar deposits have four important differences. Fit,eddy accretion

deposits are between 1.5 to 2 tirnes thicker than adjacent point bar deposits. Second,

:igue 4- 12. Lithostratigrqhic profile taken fiom north to south on the Beaver River floodplain.
iddy accretion deposits occur on the north and south sides of the valley and point bar deposits occur mid-valley
ind on the south valley side. Eddy accretions form the deepest portion of the valley fill.
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Figure 4-13. Cornparison of Lithostratigraphic logs taken from eddy accretions and point bars on the
Kootenav and Beaver rivers. Eddy accrecion sand is approximately twice as thick as the adjacent poU
bar sand:

eddy accretion sedmientology may include massive silt layes at any interval but most
commonly ocnirring mid-sequence. Similar layers are absent in point bar deposits. Eddy
accretion deposits may be misinterpreted as two superimposed point bar deposits because
point bar thickness of adjacent eddy accretion deposits. Third, eddy accretion deposits

contain more siit and organic litter in the upper portion of the sequence than point bars.

Fourth, eddy accretion deposits exhibit a higher degree of grah size variability
(heterogeneity) than point bars sequences. This heterogeneity is likely due to the
cornplex nature of tlow in eddy accretion chameh where high and low velocities occur in

close pximity.

On the Kootenay River, two eddy accretion channels and one point bar channel

were extensively bottom-profilecl at bankfuII stage. Sut eddy accretion chamek, and

adjacent point bar chanwls, were bottom-profiled on the Beaver River at 1.7m below

bankfull discharge. Profiles were taken perpendidar to channel banks to obtain tnie
cross-sections.
Locations of aU bottom profiles are show in Figure 4-14, and the profles
(echograms) are displayed in Figure 4-15.4-16, and 4-17. AU profiles at eddy accretions
show deep scours,a mid-charnel ridge, and a perched channe1 at bankfull discharge. On
the Kootenay, the eddy accfetion scour depth varies between 14 and 16m,whereas the

adjacent point bars are 8m deep. On the Beaver River, eddy accretion scour depth varies

between 5.5 and Sm,with point bar depths ranghg from 4 to 4.5m,relative to bankfdl
stage. Depth of the eddy accretion mid-channe1 ridge varies between 6 to

7m on the

Kootcnay, and 2 to 3m on the Beaver. Depth of the eddy accretion perched charme1

varies between 10 and Ilm on the Kootenay, and 3m and 4m on the Beaver.

AU point bar channel bottom-profiles clearly show a gentiy sloping lateral
accretion surface on the up-valley channel bank, and a steep cutbank on the dom-valley

bank (Figure 4-15, K2;4-16, B2,B4; and 4-17, B6). Eddy accretion profiles usually show
one perched channe1 on the upvaiiey bank, a ridge rnid-channel, and a deep scour with a
steep cutbank on the downvaiiey bank. Profile B5 (Figure 4-17) shows two perched
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Figure 4-14. Locations of bottom profiles from the Kootenay and Beaver rivers. AU pro(Figures 4-15 to 4-17) are taken from the leh bank facing downstream

Figure 4-15. Bottom profiles of eddy accretion and point bar c h a ~ e i on
s the Kootenay River,
British Columbia. Profiles were taken at bankfull stage.

1

Point bar

Figure 4-16. Bottorn profües of eddy accretion and adjacent point bar channels on the Beaver
River, Alberta. Profiles were taken at 1.5 m below banldull stage.
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Figure 4-17. Bottom profiles of eddy accretion and adjacent point bar channels on the Beaver River,
Alberta Profiles were taken at 1.5 m below bankfdl stage

channek md mid-channel ridges on the upvalley bank. The perched channels become

deeper h m the Ieft to right bank, indicating that the dominant perched channel is shifting

as the channel migrates. An island and/or mid-charme1 ridge, depending on stage, was
present in Profile B7 (Figure 4-17). During b

a

. discharge, this island would be

shaiiowly submerged (lm). Profile K4 (Figure 4-15), taken across the ri@ bank of a
Kootenay River eddy accretion, shows the mid-charnel ridge and the perched channel.
4.7 Velocity Profile

- A velocity profile was measured in an eddy accretion channel of the Kootenay

River main study =ch (same location as K1 in Figure 4-14). The pmfiIe shows the

reverse flow of the perched channel, the turbulent flow in the separation zone (over the
midchannel ridge), and the normal flow in the main channel (Figure 4-18 and 4-19).
Velocity measurements, taken at bankfull discharge, show the highest velocities in the

main channel at 1.6 m/s, no velocities at the separation zone ridge and velocities up to 0.7
m/s in the perched channel. The discharge in the main channel scour (normal flow) was

810 m3/s, while the perched channel (reverse flow) discharge was 190 m3/s. The perched
channel carries 23% of the main channel discharge.

The deepest scour in the channel corresponds with the highest velocities. Low
velocities correspond to the separation zone ridge, and the elevated velocities in the
perched channel comespond to the secondary scour. The velocity profile shows that the
perched channel carries considerable flow and actively s c o w at bankfuli discharge. The

highest velocities were measured at the eddy accretion main channel base, below the
cutbank These high velocities create the largest shear stress and the deepest scour as

seen in eddy accretion bottom profiles.

Due to significant upwelling at the separation zone, the flow direction could not
be accurately measured. The dominant flow direction at the d a c e was reverse over the
separation zone but some of the flow was probably normal. This rnay have pushed the
üne of zero velocity into the main channel on the veiocity profile. But, it may lie
anywhere in the separation zone and likely moves over tirne under different flow

conditions.
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Figure 4-18. Velociiy profile from the Kootenay River eddy accretion channel. Flow velocities are highest in the main
deep channel scour, slow over the mid-channel ridge, and high but reversed in the perched channel. Velocity readings are in mls.
Note the highest velocities are near the bed at left bank of the main channel scour.

B. Cross-sectional view of eddy accretion channel and scour.
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Figure 4-19. (A) Plan view of average velocities in a vertical column, frorn the Kootenay River at the eddy accretion
channel scour. (B) Cross-sectional bottom profile beneath the velocity profile.

DISCUSSION

The process of eddy accretion deposition was inferreci tbrough the interpretation
of aeriai photopphs, iithostratigraphic logs, bottom profiles, a flow velocity profile, and

previous research. Data from lithosûatigraphic logs, detennined the sedimentology and
facies successions. Geophysical bottom profiles (echo soundmgs) and a cross-sectional

velocity profile were used to examine channel morphology and hydraulic characteristics.

When combine& the data exhibited four main depositional zones: (1) the main channel
zone, (2) the separation zone ridge, (3) the perched chamel zone, and (4) the overbank

zone (Figure 5-1). Together, these zones form new floodplain land in the downvalley
direction.

The main channe1 zone is located on the downvdey side of îhe channel profile
(Figure 5-l), bomded by the cutbank on the downvalley side and the separation zone

ridge (or island) on the other. The separation zone ridge (or island) f o m the upvalley
bank of the main channel and the downvdey bank of the perched charnel. Finally, the

perched channel is bounded by the separation zone ridge on one side and the perched

channel accretion surface on the other (Figure 5-1).
How behavior in an eddy accretion channel may be separated into three main parts: (1)
normai (downstream) flow in the main chamel, (2) reverse fiow (eddy) in the perched

channei, and (3) turbulent flow with significaat upweUing in the separation zone. Flow
reversal occurs when flow impacts a resistant deposit, usually the valley wall, at a right
angle (Carey 1969). Within the charnel water 'piles up ' against the resistant valley side,
forcing upstream (reverse) flow on the upvalley portion of the channei. The impingement
causes flow separation in the main channel and creates a large eddy.

The eddy flows

within the perched channel and carves a semi-circle into the floodplain. The reverse flow
eventually loses energy and rejoins the main channel flow. The eddy recircdates flow

into the main channel, thereby increasing discharge and velocity of the flow, and causing
the deepest depth of scour in the fluvial system.

Fipure 5-1. A schetnatic diagram ofthe longitudinal vallqi prome, across river flow, ofan
eddy accreîion, Nomal flow occupies the le& main cbannel swur and reverse flow (eddy)
occupies the right p h e d channel. The depositzod system is progradhg dom-vailey
1iith active accretion surfaces sloping dom-vdley formhg the 12 to 25 dwee hdvpothesized
incIïned stratification

5.1.1 MainChamelZone

The main chamiel zone is located on the downvaiiey side of the channe1 profile,

bounded by the cutbank on one side and the separation zone ridge or island on the other.
The main cha..netzone is the deepest portion of the channe1 profile, the flow direction is
down Stream, it carries the largest discharge, and has the highest velocities. On the
Kootenay and Beaver rivets, the main channe1 zoqe is the deepest part of the entire river

(17mon the Kootenay and 9m on the Beaver), scouring into lacustrine silts and clays
(Scour at point bar channels are 6m on the Kootenay and 5m on the Beaver).

Two facies are associateâ with the main channel: (1) a coarse charme1 lag (facies
3) and (2) latedy-accreted sand (facies 5 and facies 6). The charnel lag, transported

oniy at bankfull discharge, is characterized by coarse sand to pea-sized grave1 with siltclay np-ups and unconfor&ably overlies deeper non-alluvial sediments.

The laterally-accreted deposits generally fine upward fkom the channel lag.
Medium sand is the modal grain size, with coarse and fine sand occurrîng less frequently.
Siit, organic layers, and wood fragments also occur within the sequence. The Iaterally-

accreted sand is deposited by the normal (downstream) flow in the main channel.
Deposition occurs on the accretion surface as the channel migrates on accordance with

cutbank erosion. Cutbank erosion widens channels and expands flow,thereby lowering
velocities. This process keeps the main channel widîh consistent and is similar to point
bar lateral accretioa

Lateral-accretion in the main channel and point bars are similar. Both Iaterally
accrete and the average slope of the main channe1 accretion d a c e is approximately 1
2',

the same as ail point bar slopes (including tidal estuary channels) (Smith pers. corn.

1996). The slope angles indicate that simila. depositional processes are involved in the
eddy accretion main chamel and point bars. But due to the cornplex nature of the

channel, it is hypothesized that sand is not deposited on the main charme1 accretion

surface by traction cments (rnigrating bedfonns) as occurs on point bars, but instead it is
hypothesized that sand is thrown into suspension to lose its upward turbulent flow

velocities near the separation zone resulting in sand f a h g ont0 the accretion slope. As

sand falls out of suspension when velocities decrease near the separation zone,
avalanchhg occurs d o m the separation zone ridge because it over-steepem. This

suspension fdout forms a ridge between the nomal and reverse flow but also occurs in
the same manner on the main channe1 accretion surface.

As the channel cutbank erodes, the main charme1 width is maintaineci by the

separation zone and ridge prograding downvaiiey. The ridge progrades into the main
channel by over-steepening the main channe1 accretion surface. Avalanchhg of sand
occurs into the main c h e l when the ridge becomes too steep and exceeds the under

water angle of repose.. At lower-than-bankfull discharge or rapid drawdown conditions,
slumping of the accretion surfaces may occur.
5.1.2 S e p d o n Zone Ridge

The separation zone ridge fonns upvaey from the main channel and downvaiiey
fiom the perched channel. The separaiion zone ndge is the shallowest part of the eddy

accretion channel sub-environments, has the Iowest velocities and is characterized by
significant upwelling at the water surface. As discussed above, this zone separates the
normal flow of the main channe1 from the reverse flow of the perched channel. In the
separation zone, M

g of the normal and the reverse flow causes significant

macroturf>ulence and upwelling. This turbulence and upwelling causes a lowering of
velocities and a decrease in flow competence, aLlowing deposition of sand. Sand, camed
by suspension into the separation zone tutbulent flow is deposited as a ridge between the

main channel and the perched channel. In the Kootenay River, the separation zone ridge
studied may not be preserved but instead be eroded by the perched channel as it progrades

downvaiiey with the main channel (Figure 5-11.
The ridge may be presemed if it breaks the water surface and becomes an island.

Many active eddy accretions, includhg the active eddy accretion downvailey of the

Beaver River core sites (Figure 5-2),contain islands. Former islands are visible in the
eddy accretion scroll pattems on aenal photographs. The islands form when an up-strearn

point bar progrades faster than an adjacent eddy accretion causing the eddy accretion

channel to widen and velocities to decrease in the sepatation zone.

Sand is then

Figure 5-2. Main channel flow of Beaver River flows towards the lower left of the photo.
The channel on the ri ht side of the isiand flows up Stream (reverse flow eddy). Note the
innatable boat for SC e in the lower right.

3

deposited on the separation zone ridge and if it breaks the water surface fonns an idand.
At Iow stage, the island becornes vegetated by grasses, causing a firrther reduction of
velocity and continueci deposition- Reverse flow continues in eddy accretion perched
channels with islands, but the separation zone is eiiminated because the islands fom the
upvaiiey portion of the main channel and the domvalley portion of ule perched channel.
The process of perched channel abandonment and iïii wiii be discussed in the next
section.

Perched channels are located on the upvaiiey portion of the eddy accretion
channel, bounded by the separation zone ndge or island on one side and the perched
channel accretion surface on the other. The main channel and perched channel may
prograde downvaiiey simdtaneously if an island is not fonned The perched channel
scours into sediment deposited by the main channel accretion surface and the separation
zone ridge. As the perctied channei progrades, the separation zone rage is removed,
while the downvalley main channel portion migrates.

Three deposits are associated with the perched channel: (1) coarse channel lag
(facies 3), (2) lateraiiy-accreted deposits (facies 5 and facies 6), and (3) slack water
deposits (facies 7). The channel lag and the laterally-accreted deposits are similar to
those deposited by the main channel. An unconformity is created at bankfuii discharge
when flow in the perched channei scours into the underlying deposits. A coarse channel
lag, transportai ody at bankW discharge, forms on the base of the perched channel.

This coarse lag unconformably overlies the main channel deposits and is characterized by
coarse to medium sand with pebbles. Lateraiiy-accreted sand is deposited by the reverse

flowin the perched channel. These sediment. g e n e d y fine upward from the channel
lag. In the rivers studied, medium sand was the modal grain size, with coarse and fine

sand occurring less frequently. Silt andor organic layers, and wood fragments may also
occur within the sequence.

The thkd deposit associated with perched channels are slack water deposits.

These deposits forrn during lower stages when the perched channel is partially cutoff

(reduced flow) h m the main charnel by the separation zone ridge (Figure 5-3). At these
low stages, when the river is in a Iower energy regime, flow separation does not occin
and the back eddy is inactive. At this time velocities fail to airnost zero allowing

deposition of si14 from suspension ont0 the base of the perched channel (Figure 5-3B).
These thick massive silt layers (up to 70cm in the Kootenay) appear simila. to
bioturbated lacustrine depoûits. When river stage inmeases, and the perched channel

becomes reactivated, massive silts are scouted on which a coarse channel lag is deposited
over

this unconforrnity. Lateral accretion resumes as the chme1 mimigra domvalley

(Figure 5-3C).

Thick silt layers are absent h m nvers Iow in suspended sedîment Load The eddy
accretion deposit studied on the Kootenay River contained thick massive silt layers
approximateiy mid-sequence, while the Beaver River eddy accretion contained few thin

silt Iayers within the sequence. The Kootenay River is glacially-fed with a very high silt
content and these silts are deposited in the perched channel during low flows. The
Beaver River water is clean, receivhg liale silt from the muskeg-dominated watershed,
which may explain the absence of silt layers.
As flow impacts the vdley wall it separates and carries sand into the perched

channel, transporting it upstream. Deposition occurs as sediment setties from suspension
ont0 the perched auxetion surface by the reverse flow. Sediment then avalanches down
the accretion surface depositing at a 25' slope angle. Much of the sand is probably not
deposited on the accretion surface, but instead is transporteci through the perched channel
to reenter the main channel flow again

A s m d spit-like feature may develop where perched channel flow rejoins the

main channel between the eddy accretion and the point bar (Figure 5-4). This feature

may expand into the main channe1 and deflect the flow separation downvalley. The spit
may aid in the abandonment of perched channels and formation of new ones. Active spitlike formations were observed on the Kootenay River, but not in the Beaver. These
features may be preserved in the floodplain between the eddy accretion and point bar
scrolls.

A- Bankfiill dischargeEddy accretion is active and progradmgr
s e p d o n zone is Iarge and sïguÏfÏcant mixmg
ofthe normal and reverse flow directions occurs.
VeIOÇjfiesm the perched channel are hi@ and
the bed is aciïvely Jcoineb

B. Low stageThe eàdy is inactive baaPse flow separatioa
is redpced and velocities fidi to abnosî zero
in the p h e d channeL (*) In rivers w i t h hi@
suspended wdiment loads?àtt deposas nan
simon
to fom a tûïck silt laya on the
base oftbe p b e d chamiel.
C. Subsequent banldiin dischargeFlow sepadon occm and the eddy
auxetion activates. The xparatiotl zone
and perched chsnnel u n e are active- The
perchai c h e l scom mto the sïit fayer and
deposïts a cbannel lag overtop is it progrades
downvalley (to the lefi)-

Fia-

5-3. Schemaîiccross-sections of a hypothesized three step process of perched
channel silt layer formation, Ln A, the river is at tmkfbll discharge and the eddy is
actively accrehng and soowing laterally. In B,the river is at low h h a r g e and the
perched charnel is almost cut off fiom the mai.chamel. Velocities in the perched
channel Ml and silts are deposited h m suspension In C,the river returns to banlcfull
dischargezflow separation occurs, and the perchedchannel reactivates, scourùig into
the sift layer

Figure 5-4. (A) Spit-W<efeature deposited near bankhill discharge, on the
upstream end of the Kootenay River eddy accretion perchai channel.
(B) Close up of a person on recently formed spit-like feature. At this lower
stage, the spit has become part of the floodplain.

Over time the main channel and adjacent point bar simultaneously migrate

downvalley, but the perched charnel may be stabilized behind a separation zone island.

The perched channel moves downvdey in a series of episodic movements leaving behind
former islands and perched chamels within the f l d p l a h When the main channel has
left the perched channel far enough behind in the floodplain, it wiii become abandoned
and a new perched channe1 will deveIop on the upvailey portion of the main channeI.

Normaliy eddy accretion channels contain one perched chme1 (Figure 5-SA), but,
secondary perched channels were observai forming and M y developed on the Beaver
River within the main channel (Figure 5-58,C). During episodic movements the primary
perched channel rnay be abandoned by the main channel as îhe main channel migrates
downvalley and a new perched channel develops within the main channel (Figure 5-

SB$). Primary and secondary perched channels remain active for some tirne until the
primary perched channel is completely abandoned to join the fldplain and infill with
mud. These abandoned perched channels are commonly seen around islands in the scrolI
pattern of the floodplah
5.1.4 ûverbank Zone

The overbank zone covers the entire floodplain and is active only during floods.
During flood, silty water flows across floodpIains and deposits silt out of suspension.
Deposition occurs due to the decrease in velocity and reduced turbulence as a result of
flow expansion and increased flow resistance over the floodplain. These deposits are
referred to as overbank or verticaI accretion deposits because they build up vertically

through time as opposed to Iatedy (point bar deposits). ûverbank deposits are most
commonly siit, but close to the channel can be fùie sand and silt, or clay where flood
waters pond during falling stage. Mud cracks are common, created after the flood

recedes, and due to the abundance of vegetation on the floodplain, root traces are also
common (Ailen 1965a).
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Figure 5-5. Bottom profiles of eddy accretions on the Beaver River, Alberta, showing possible petcl
channel abandonment. Bottom profile locations are shown in Figure 4-14. (A; B1 Figure 4-14)
A typical eddy accretion channel with a perched channel. main channel, and separation zone ridge.
(B;B5 Figure 4-14) A large separation zone ridge which becornes an island at low stage. It also
shows the formation of a second perched chamel within the main channei. (C; B7 F i p 4-14)
A channel with a second perched channel (perched channel2) and separation zone ridge, formed
within the main channei. Profiles were taken at 1.5 m below bankfuil discharge.

5.2 Eddy Acerriion / CaxaveBank Bench Evohition

Page and Nansoa (1982) examineci the formation of concave-bank benches on a
reach of the Murrumbidgee River, New South Wales, Australia. They identifieci concave-

bank beach evolution h m aerial photographs and field surveys of the river and pmduced
a general model from separation zone islands (benches) at different stages of

development. Their model involves sequential phases of convex bank retreat and flow
expansion, basal bar-bench nucleus, and mature bench formation (Figure 1-7). This
model is based on aerial photographs, and E t e d field data. By incorporating new eddy
accretion field data from the Kootenay and Beaver rivers into the generalized concave-

bank bench evolution mode1 (Page and Nanson 1982) and using new temllnology, a
revised mode1 may be suggested (Figure 5-6). The revis& model may not be entirely

correct due to the differences between concave-bank benches and eddy accretions, but it
represents a first attempt to incorporate new field data into the model.
Page and Nansons (1982) model contains 6 migration phases. First, there is
separation zone development within the channel (Figure 5 4 A ) . Second, the separation
zone strengthens forming a ridge between the main and perched channels. Third, cutbank
erosion and adjacent point bar or spit Iüce growth occurs as the main channei migrates
and the separation zone and ridge enlarge (Figure 543). Fourth, an island develops
within the separation zone (Figure 5-6C). Fifth, continued point bar growth and cutbank

erosion as the main channe1 migrates forces the development of a new separation zone
downvailey from the first (Figure 5-6E). Finally, a second island forms in the new

separation zone while the old island becornes part of the floodplain and the former
perched channel is abandoned (Figure 5-6F).

The generdized concave-bank bench evolution model (Page and Nanson 1982)
shows a plan-view of concave-bank bench migration based on aerial photographs.
Incorporation of channel bottom profde and velocity profile field data from the Kootenay
and Beaver rivers shows the processes of island formation and perched chamel

abandonment during channel migration. Continued research on concave-bankbench and
eddy accretion evolution should test the validity of the revised model.
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Figure 5-6. Reinterpretation of concave-bank bench generalized formation mode1 incorporating
channel profile and velocity data. (Modified from Page and Nanson 1982)
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5.3 Cornparisonof B e a .andKootpnay River EddyAccr&ons

There are three main hydrologie and sedimentoiogical differences between the
Kootenay and Beaver rivers, First, the Kootenay River eddy acçretion deposits are
deeper than those in the Beaver because of higher Kaotenay discharge creates a deeper
scour. Second, massive rnid-sequence silt layers (facies 1) in the Kootenay are more
common and thicker than those in the Beaver River. This is most likely due to the higher
suspended sediment Ioads in the glacidy fed Kootenay River. The Beaver River flows
from srnall Iakes and muskegs which are low in suspended sediment and thus the silt
Iayers are smaller. Third, grain sues of Kootenay River deposits are siightiy coarser than
the Beaver, probably also due to the larger discharge and higher shear stress of the
Kootenay as compared to the Beaver. In general, the contrasts between the Kootenay and
Beaver rivers are primarily due to differences in discharge and sediment source.

A three dimensional mode1 of eddy accretion alluvial geometry for confiaed

meanders was developed from the Kootenay and Beaver rivers on the basis of previously
published research, lithostratigraphic cross-sectional profiles from vibracores and aerial
photographs (Figure 5-7). The data indicates that in confined vaiieys 25-30 9% of the total
floodplain surface and up to 50% of the v d e y cross-sectionai m a , may contain eddy
accretion deposits both sides of a vaiiey, where river charnels irnpinge at 90°0n their
resistant valley walls. In such sites eddy accretion deposits are twice as thick as adjacent
mid-valley point bar deposits. In meandering river vaiieys in which eddy accretions flank
both vdey waiis, alluvial sand bodies have a 'dumbbell' geometry in the subsurface.
The bulging weights, on each side of the 'dumbbeli' represent thicker eddy accretion
deposits dong vdey margins, while the dumbbell handle represent the thinner rnidvalley point bar deposits.
This confined meandering river vaüey-fill geometry rnay have occurred in ancient
sedimentary rocks (incised valley-filis) associated with marine lowstand environrnents.
These deposits would most likely be presewed as lower sequences in incised vailey-fi
and may be capped by sedirnents associated with marine transgressions. To create an

incised valley-fiil, sea level must first lower, to force paleo-valley incision, then during

Iowstand penods eddy accretions likeIy form as rivers meandered confineci by the mcised
vailey waiis.

If the valley-width to channeLwidth ratio is in the range

that eddy

ametions form in confineci vaüeys (6:l to 9:1), the valIey-fill geometry shodd resemble
eddy accretion alluvial geometry similar to modem examples, with the thickest sand
occurring adjacent to v d e y waiIs. Subsequent base level rise and induced sea level

transgression may cause infilling of the valiey preserving the underlyiag alluvial sand

This style of valley-filI codd form reservoirs and preferred fluîd flow faUways for oil,
gas, or water.

5 5 Refogoitionof Eddy Accretions m Cores or Outaopsof Ancimt Rocks

The most reliable feature in recognizing eddy accretion deposits in ancient rocks
is sand body geometry. This geometry rnay be observed in accessible outcrop or high

resolution seismic s w e y s . In i n c a vailey-fis, eddy accretions deposits would be
located on one or both sides of a paleovalley and would be approximateiy twice as thick

as adjacent point bar sands. There are four features within the eddy accretion facies

succession that rnay indicate their presence in ancient rocks:

Eddy accretion deposits rnay contain a massive siit layer without rootiets or mud
cracks or trace fossils (unlike overbank deposits), w i t h the sami, mid-sequence. A
channei lag rnay be p r e ~ e ~ above
e d a d o r below silt layers.
Two stratigraphie paleo-current zones rnay be preserved within an eddy accretion and

rnay show a 180' difference above and below a mid-sequence silt layer and lag
deposits if preserved.
The eddy accretion sands, above the mid-sequence siIt layer andor lag deposit, is
muddier and liner in grain size than sand below the silt layer andor lag.

Although not observed in vibracores due to disturbance, steeply dipping inclineci
stratification (up to 25') is thought to dominate the intemal stratification of eddy

accretions; such stratification rnay be present in outcrops or cores.

Inorder to detwmine the relationship between valley width, Channel width and the
occurrence of eddy accretiom, vailey widths and correspondhg channel widths from 17
river reaches on 11rivers, in Alberta and British Columbia, were rneasured fmm 1:50 000
topographie maps. The floodpIain and vdey morphology was noted as (1)unconfïned,
(2) confùied with eddy accretions or (3) confïned without eddy accretions. Channel width

was used as a proxy of bankfuii discharge. AU measurements were taken on a reach by
reach basis since the same river rnay contain more than one vaiiey morphology. The
Chinchaga, Hay, Pembina, Liard, and Milk rivers contained unconfineci reaches- The
Red Deer, Mifk and Athabasca rivers contained confineci reaches without eddy accretions.

The Clearwater, Fort Neison, Beaver, and Kmtenay rivers contained confined reaches
with eddy accretions.
The occurrence of eddy accretions within confined valleys is predictable. Eddy

accretions form in two types of meandering river vaiieys: (1) unconfined floodplauls
where meander belt channeis impinge on resistant valley walls at 90°, and (2) confined
floodplains where nearly every meander wavelength impinges upon a resistant vaiiey
wd.

For the purpose of this discussion a confineci vailey is detked as a valley

containhg no oxbow (neck) cutoffs, because channei confinement ürnits the intersection
of meandering channels, preventing neck cutoffs from occurring. Eddy accretions are not

formed on confined valleys that are too nanow because in these settings meandering
chitnneis ricochet off each vaiiey wail at approximately 45" (eg. Red Deer River near
Dinosaur provincial park).
Based on these few rivers, some relationships between eddy accretion formation

and charnel-widrh to valley-width ratio rnay be suggested (Figure 5-8). in u n c o ~ ~ ~ e d
rivers wiîh floodplain-width to channel-width ratios greater than 9:l eddy accretions may

form where meander belts impinge upon resistant vailey walls, but are otherwise
unrelateci to vaiiey width. In confined rivers with flmdplain-width to channel-width

ratios less than 6:1 eddy accretions do not fonn, but instead river channels ricochet from
valley wall to vaiiey wall. Confineci valley eddy accretions seem to form in a narrow

;
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Figure 5-8. Meandering river floodpfain-width plotted against chamel-width for a
sample of Alberta and B.C. rivers. Rivers reaches were recorded as unconfined,
co&ed rivers with eddy accretions, and confined rivers without eddy accretions.
Eddy accretions are sho& to ofcw in a m o w range of vaiiey wid& to channel
width ratios (between 6:l and 9:l). In unconfined rivers eddy accretions may form
where meander belts impinge upon resistant vdley w a h , but are otherwise &relateci
to floodplain widîh. Vdey widths and correspondhg channel widths were measured
from 1:50 000 topographic maps in 17 river reaches on 11rivers, in Alberta and
British Columbia

range of floodplain-width to channel-width ratio between 6:1 and 9:l (Figure 5-8). In
valleys with such floodplain-width to charnel-width ratios eddy accretions' may be
expected to o c ~ .

This research has produceci a better understanding of a sub-environment within

natural meandering rive=. Due to the greater depth of eddy ametion scour holes. as
compareci to depths of point bar channek, eddy accretion scours rnay be important over-

wintering fish habitat in northem nvers. Fish require deep pools to sirnnve harsh

northem winters, such swur holes are created by eddy accretions and form the deepest
poxtions of these nvers. In addition. they rnay be important summer (low flow) resting
habitat for fish. Understanding of eddy accretion depositional processes provide a good
argument against partial river stabilization (Carey 1969). This is due to possible
excessive erosion on the eddy accretion cutbank causing the loss of land to the river if
correct measures are not taken. Also, knowledge of the probable depth of scour May aid

in better location of burîed pipelines and cables at river crossings.
Findy, this research is important because eddy acaetions are potentiay thick
aquifers and major fairways for fluid rnovement in deeply brnied ancient rocks. In

ancient rock sequences, equivalent thick fluvial sandstones rnay be considered as

prefened exploration targets by the oil and gas industry. Understanding the depositional
processes involved withui eddy accretions provides insight into the sediments. their

identification and location in the subsurface rocks.

6. CHAITER SIX CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS

Scour in eddy accretions form by powemil reverse flow causeci by river c h a ~ d s
i m p a c ~ gresistant vdey walls at a go0 angle (refer to Figure 1-1). Eddy accretions
migrate downvalley sirnultaneously with the point bar, creating a diagnostic scro11 pattern

reverse to that of point bars on aeriai photographs and maps. Commonly in confineci
setîhgs, eddy accretion deposits occupy 25 to 30 percent of the floodplain surface and up
to 50% of the valiey cross-sectional area, typically fom at floodplain-width to channelwidth ratios of between 6:l and 9:l. R - d t s fkom two confineci sand bed meandering

rivers in British Columbia and Alberta, Canada, indicate that eddy accretion deposits are
twice as thick as adjacent point bars. Eddy accretion deposits often fom on both sides of
confineci floodplains that are laterally bounded by resistant bedrock, clay, glacial till or
gravel.

Steeply dipping (12O to 25') downvaliey inclined stratification, possibly

separated rnidway by a horizontal silt bed, is thought to dominate the intemal
sedimentary structure of eddy accretions.

In some cases the sedirnentology of eddy accretions may seem to consist of two
F i g upward sequences dominated by clean medium sand. A coarse sand channel lag

with pebbles and silt ripups forms the base of the deposit above which sands fine
upward. A thick massive silt layer located mid-sequence may be present above a lower

fining upward trend on rivers with high suspended sediment loads, and may separate
upper and lower m g upward trends. Unconfonnably overlaying the mid-sequence silt

layer, a second coarse sand channel Iag with pebbles is present. over which sand fines
upward into over-bank silts. This apparent double fining upward sequence may be
misinterpreted as the product of two superimposed point bars.

The process of eddy accretion deposition was inferrd through the interpretation
of aerial photographs, lithostratigraphic logs. bottom prof&, and one velocity profile.
From the data four main depositionai zones (the main channel zone, the separation zone
ridge or island, the perched channel zone and the overbank zone) are recognized. These

depositional zones work together to mate the eddy accretion complex and new
floodplain land
Eddy ametion deposits have potentid as thick aquifers and major faimays for

fluid rnovement in incised river vdey-€ilk associated with marine lowstands. In deeply
burieci ancient rock sequences, eddy accretion flunal sandstones may be considemi as
preferred exploration targets by the oii and gas industry.

'

There is confusion in the literature over the temu concave-bank bench and eddy

accretions (Carey 1969, Woodyer 1975, Hickin 1979; Page a . Nanson 1982; Nanson

and Page 1983; Page 1983). Due to the differences in the definitions of eddy ametions
(Carey 1969) and concave-bank benches (Woodyer 1975), 1propose that they are related,
but different features. To determine the differences, I also suggest that a subsurface study

of concave bench deposits be the next step in meandering river research.

The depositional processes cited in this report are unîested at present. Future field
work is needed to coafimi my interpretations. Detailed velocity promes and threedimensional views of eddy accretion channel bottoms could be used to test rny

hypotheses. These measurements need to be taken at bankfull discharge as well as lower
stages to detennine the erosional and depositional processes oc&g

at different energy

repimes. Finally. continued vibracorhg and sedimentology related projects, in different
river senings, should be performed on eddy accretion deposits. This will incfease the

data base on eddy accretions and confirm or reject my hypotheses.

The intemal sedimentary structure of eddy accretions is yet unknown. Through

(GPR)in confùied meandering rivers with eddy
accretions, their structure rnay be detennined. Clean sand is needed for GPR to work
well. The Beaver River may provide an excellent target due to its low silt content. The
the use of ground penetrating radar

geometry of alluvial sand may also be confhned using this method.

Fially, geologists should look for eddy accfetion deposits in ancient rocks.

Outcrops are the most likely location to recognize ancient eddy accretions and it may be
possible to observe îheir valley-fil1 geometry. Aithough diffidt to determine in cores,

eddy accretions may be identifid through their facies succession because they are
different from (steeper stratification, multiple charnel lags, and massive silt layers),
aithough similar to, those of point bars.
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